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Abstract. Present day enterprises often become service-oriented enter-
prises, which are comprised of a dynamic network of organisations that
collectively provide services. These services express stakeholders’ needs,
and can be viewed from different perspectives. In this paper, we con-
sider value web and enterprise architecture perspectives. Specifically, we
present a step-wise mapping approach that integrates the value mod-
elling technique e3value into the enterprise architecture language Archi-
Mate. The main contribution of this paper is twofold. First, we present
our initial arrays into how to bridge between e3value and ArchiMate
and, in doing so, we show how these modelling techniques complement
one another. Second, by reflecting on the bridging between e3value and
ArchiMate, we discuss the limitations of our integration, which provides
useful input for future efforts into model integration. We illustrate our
approach by means of a case in the insurance domain.

Key words: enterprise architecture, value web, ArchiMate, e3value,
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1 Introduction

Enterprises need to negotiate many challenges, such as changes in the economic
climate, mergers, acquisitions, novel technologies, et cetera. As a result, enter-
prises need to be agile to improve their chances of survival. Moreover, the shift
towards a services oriented economy makes it even more important for enterprises
to adopt themselves to changes. Present day enterprises often become service-
oriented enterprises, which are comprised of a dynamic network of organisations
that collectively provide services [1].

Dealing with such changes requires a good steering instrument. Such a steer-
ing instrument should provide enterprises with the ability to analyse the current
state of the enterprise, identify and describe alternative future states, guard
the cohesion and alignment between the different aspects of an enterprise such
as business processes and their ICT (Information and communications technol-
ogy) support. Enterprise architecture is generally considered to provide such a
mechanism for cohesive steering [2, 3, 4]. It aims to provide management with
appropriate indicators and controls to steer the transformation of an enterprise
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into the desired direction. As such, enterprise architecture is concerned with the
enterprise as a whole and not just enterprise-wide ICT architecture.

Although the value of architecture has been recognized by many organisa-
tions, mostly separate architectures are constructed for various organisational
domains which remain unspecified or implicit [5]. In general, business models fo-
cus on the service value generated by a business, whereas enterprise architecture
models show how a business realizes these services [5]. Ensuring integration be-
tween the conceptual models representing the different stakeholder perspectives
is a research problem. First and foremost, such a model integration is needed
to ensure consistency. Different modelling techniques emphasize different per-
spectives on the same system, and so should be in line with one another [6]. As
such, model integration fosters traceability. For example, considering parts of an
organisation modelled in one perspective, such as from a value perspective the
actors exchanging value, it may return in another perspective, such as, from an
ICT perspective, the actors exchanging messages.

In this paper we present our first arrays into integrating, on a syntactic level,
two conceptual models: e3value, for modelling a value perspective on the busi-
ness at hand, and ArchiMate, for modelling business operationalization (such as
business processes and the underlying ICT realizing the business collaboration).
It makes sense to look specifically at integrating e3value into ArchiMate: Archi-
Mate has recently been adopted by the Open Group 1 as a standard for modelling
enterprise architectures, but, as we shall see in this paper, lacks expressivity for
modelling an enterprise from a value perspective.

To the best of our knowledge, only [5] have so far considered specifically
the integration of e3value and ArchiMate. However, while [5] do argue that
ArchiMate complements e3value in terms of profitability calculations, little effort
is made to show exactly how to bridge the two modelling techniques, and what
the limitations in such a mapping are. More specifically, while [5, p.8] do provide
a mapping between the e3value and ArchiMate metamodels, they leave implicit
the actual use of this mapping to translate an e3value model into ArchiMate
and vice versa. Worse still, [5] fail to discuss the conceptual differences between
the e3value and ArchiMate metamodels, thus leaving for example implicit that
e3value and ArchiMate interpret the concept of an “Actor” differently. However,
ArchiMate concepts sometimes have no place in a e3value model and vice versa.
For example: an IT-department that is not profit-and-loss responsible may be
modelled as an Actor in ArchiMate but, because it is not interesting from a value
perspective, should not be present in an e3value model.

Note that in this paper, we present an initial mapping of e3value and Archi-
Mate on a syntactical level. As such, the contribution of this work is twofold:
(1) to provide an initial mapping between the value modelling technique e3value
and the enterprise modelling technique ArchiMate. In this mapping, we show
how e3value and ArchiMate complement one another. and (2) following up on
that initial mapping, to point out differences between the two modelling tech-
niques from both syntactic and semantic levels, which provides useful input for

1 http://www.opengroup.org/archimate/
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further model integration. We use a running example of an insurance scenario
to illustrate our ideas.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces
the insurance case study. In section 3, we discuss the integration of ArchiMate
and e3value models. In particular, we show how ArchiMate operationalizes a
value web modelled in e3value, and how e3value can be used for profitability
calculations of an operationalization modelled in ArchiMate. Section 4 points
out the initial mapping of our approach and discuss functionalities and limits of
such integration. Section 5 presents related work. Section 6 concludes.

2 The Archinsurance Value Web

For illustration purposes, we present a fictitious but realistic insurance case.
This case is inspired by a paper on the economic functions of insurance inter-
mediaries [7], as well the running insurance case that illustrates the ArchiMate
language specification [8, 9]. In this section, we first use our insurance case to
introduce the value modelling technique e3value (Sect. 2.1). Subsequently, in
Sect. 2.2, we discuss the particular insurance case scenario that will be used as
a running case for the remainder of this paper.

2.1 Modelling the Archinsurance value web in e3value

Archinsurance, a large insurance company, offers one of its many products, car
insurance, directly to its customers via the internet and its sales representatives.
The reason for selling directly to customers is mainly to cut costs that come with
an intermediary, such as premiums paid and additional administrative costs.
These cost cuttings, in turn, can be passed on to the customer in terms of a
lower insurance fee.

We use e3value to model this direct-to-customer sales model. e3value focuses
on modelling the value exchanges between actors participating in a value web,
depicting what each actor offers to others, and what it receives in return. The
principle of economic reciprocity, which states that an offering from an actor
should always be compensated, is central to e3value: in other words, one good
turn deserves another.

This Archinsurance direct-to-customer business model is depicted in the
e3value model in Fig. 1. Here, we see that:

– A customer (modelled as a market segment) provides his ‘complete risk profile’
to Archinsurance, which is valuable to the Archinsurance (an actor) since it
defines the basis for the offered insurance package and its associated fees.

– Archinsurance transforms the risk profile in an insurance offering via ‘Con-
tracting’ (a value activity), and the customer receives a car insurance from
Archinsurance in return.
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Observe here the economic reciprocity, as modelled by a value interface in
e3value: Archinsurance only provides its car insurance if it receives in return
another valuable object: a complete risk profile.

Legend
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Fig. 1. Value model of direct sales of car insurance

2.2 Archinsurance: moving from a direct-to-customer to an
intermediary sales model

Archinsurance finds that its direct-to-customer model brings with it also the
problem of adverse selection of risk profiles (cf. [7]). This adverse selection means
that Archinsurance offers customers a car insurance against an inappropriate fee,
or worse still, offers a customer a package that may in fact not be issued, because
of an incomplete or faulty risk profile on the part of the customer. This is mainly
due to a problem of information asymmetry: the customer knows more about
his risk profile than the insurer does. For instance, customers knows more about
their past accidents, or medical history. However, due to a lack of expertise or
on purpose, customers do not always provide the necessary risk profile to the
insurance provider.

To reduce the risk of receiving incomplete customer profiles, Archinsurance
considers moving towards selling insurances via an intermediary (see Fig. 4).
The rationale for introducing an intermediary, and how this can be beneficial for
all parties involved, are explained as follows:

– The customer provides ‘personal information’ to the intermediary, which is
valuable to the latter because it allows for the composition of a complete risk
profile.
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– Using the value activity ‘Create customized insurance package’, the interme-
diary matches customer information to appropriate offerings, and possibly re-
quests additional customer information. Note that the value model shows only
the (high level) value-adding activities: it can be detailed in an operational
ArchiMate model afterwards (see Sect. 3.2).

– The intermediary provides Archinsurance with a ‘Complete risk profile’, which,
as discussed, the insurer may use to mitigate adverse selection of risk profiles.

– In return for the profile, Archinsurance pays the intermediary a premium.
– The customer receives a ‘Tailored car insurance guarantee’ from the interme-

diary, and the actual ‘Car insurance’ from Archinsurance in return. This is
to depict the advantage that, through intervention of the intermediary, the
customer receives an insurance package in line with his profile, against an
appropriate fee.

 [Complete risk profile]

 [Premium]

 [Personal info]

 [Tailored car insurance package guarantee]

 [Car insurance]

Fig. 2. Value model of car insurance sales via an intermediary

3 Towards Integrating ArchiMate and e3value

We now show our approach for mapping between ArchiMate and e3value, using
the baseline e3value models defined thus far as input.

We first briefly introduce the enterprise architecture modelling technique
ArchiMate (Sect. 3.1). Thereafter, we discuss how to map a e3value model to an
ArchiMate model (Sect. 3.2) and, vice versa, how to map an ArchiMate model
to e3value(Sect. 3.3).

3.1 Modelling an enterprise architecture in ArchiMate

We rely on the ArchiMate modelling language to model the enterprise ar-
chitecture of the Archinsurance case. ArchiMate has been transferred to the
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Open Group, where it is slated to become the standard for architectural de-
scription accompanying the Open Group’s architecture framework TOGAF [4].
ArchiMate focuses on administrative sector, unlike UPDM (Unified Profile for
DoDAF/MODAF) whose main focus is the defense sector [10]. ArchiMate is
geared towards “Information processing dominant organisations” such as banks,
insurance companies, government agencies, et cetera [11]. In this paper, it offers
a coherent description of the enterprise architecture to enable communication
among stakeholders, and to guide change processes within Archinsurance.

3.2 e3value to ArchiMate: operationalization of a business scenario

For the direct-to-customer value web in Fig. 1, we provide an enterprise archi-
tecture in Fig. 3. From e3value we arrive at this enterprise architecture modelled
in ArchiMate in two steps:

1. Concept inheritance from e3value to ArchiMate: We find that ac-
tors and, in particular, business functions, provide a bridge between e3value mod-
els and ArchiMate models. Actors and market segments in e3value become actors
in ArchiMate. In the Archinsurance case, the actors ‘Customer’ and ‘Archinsur-
ance’ from the e3value model (Fig. 1) become actors in the ArchiMate model
(Fig. 3). Value activities in e3value become business functions in ArchiMate.
In the Archinsurance case, the value activity ‘Contracting’ becomes a business
function in the ArchiMate model. Finally, given a e3value model wherein actors
execute value activities, we can relate business functions to actors in ArchiMate.
In the Archinsurance case, we see that Archinsurance executes the value activity
‘Contracting’ and so can link in ArchiMate ‘Contracting’ to the relevant business
actor (i.e., Archinsurance).

2. Operationalization of business functions in ArchiMate: We find
that business functions, which in ArchiMate denote the high-level functions that
a company executes, provide an excellent starting point for modelling operational
details. For example, we detail exactly what operational business process steps
realize the business function ‘Contracting’: the steps ‘Registration of customer
profile’, ‘Eligibility check’ and ‘Estimate monthly customer fee’. Subsequently,
we can use these business process steps to model the required ICT support in
ArchiMate. For example, the enterprise architecture that realizes the direct-to-
customer scenario, we see that the IT service ‘Customer administration service’
is required for the registration of a customer profile, and that a ‘Risk assessment
service’ is required for the eligibility check and the estimation of the monthly
customer fee (see Fig. 3). Finally, note that ArchiMate allows for also modelling
the physical ICT infrastructure required to run said ICT-applications. Due to
space restrictions however, we do not show this physical infrastructure.

In ArchiMate, a layered view provides a natural way to look at service-
oriented models. Services define externalized functionality from one layer that
is useful in another layer. This shows the service-orientation of ArchiMate: no
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Fig. 3. (Partial) enterprise architecture model: Direct sales of insurance

matter what changes in a layer (e.g., business or application), the services offered
from one layer to another remain the same.

Note that the details discussed regarding the operational business process
steps, applications and physical infrastructure are especially useful for cost esti-
mation of an ICT infrastructure (see Sect. 3.3). Moreover, it is important to note
here is that value objects, which e3value uses to show the economic rationale for
actors to participate in a value web, are not carried over to ArchiMate. We return
to this point in our reflection on mapping e3value to ArchiMate (Section 4).
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3.3 ArchiMate to e3value: profitability of operationalization

Consider now the ArchiMate model in Fig. 4, which depicts an operationalization
in terms of needed business processes and ICT infrastructure for the introduc-
tion of an intermediary. From this model, we can derive an e3value model to
calculate the profitability of the operationalization modelled in ArchiMate. We
do this in three steps:

1. Annotate expenses in ArchiMate: We can annotate the ArchiMate
model that includes an intermediary (Fig. 4) with the required expenses. Exam-
ples include expenses for (1) the IT application ‘Customer registration’ of the in-
termediary. The intermediary requires this application to enable interoperability
with Archinsurance. And (2) the business process step ‘Customer profile regis-
tration’ of the intermediary. The intermediary requires training for this business
process step, in particular to know what type of customer data Archinsurance
demands for its car insurance. Note that we do not show the actual expenses in
the enterprise architecture model because of the fictitious nature of this case.

2. Import expenses in e3value : As in Sect. 3.2, we use business functions
and roles/actors from ArchiMate to make a bridge towards value activities and
actors in e3value. For the enterprise architecture of the Archinsurance case with
an intermediary in Fig. 4, we arrive at the value web modelled in e3value in
Fig. 2 as follows:
(1) Aggregating ICT-infrastructure expenses and business process expenses onto
a business function level. We can aggregate expenses into a business function be-
cause ArchiMate shows exactly what dependencies exist between different layers.
For example, the enterprise architecture model in Fig. 4 shows that the business
function ‘Create customized insurance package’ relies upon the business process
step ‘Customer profile registration’, to which - as mentioned - training expenses
are attached. In turn, the business process step ‘Customer profile registration’
is realized by the application ‘Customer administration’ (via the service cus-
tomer administration service intermediary), to which installation expenses are
attached.
(2) Translating the business functions and actors/roles in ArchiMate to e3value.
After having aggregated the expense carriers into business functions in Archi-
Mate, we can map the enterprise architecture model to e3value(while keeping
the costs intact of course for the profitability calculations). For the Archinsur-
ance case, the actors ‘Customer’, ‘Insurance broker’ and ‘Archinsurance’ become
actors in e3value. Thereafter, the actor ‘Intermediary’ receives the value activity
‘Create customized insurance package’ (from its similarly named business func-
tion in ArchiMate), while the actor ‘Archinsurance’ receives the value activity
‘Contracting’. For the intermediary value web, see an example in Fig. 5. We
observe that ArchiMate can relate business functions to actors (as for example
shown by line between Archinsurance and the business function Contracting).
Therefore, we know what actor performs what business function and can import
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this knowledge into e3value.

3. Perform profitability calculations in e3value : With e3value, we can
now perform profitability calculations. e3value allows for this by (1) Introducing
time series that depict the evolution of a value web over different points in time.
Besides the initial Archinsurance value web in Fig. 2, we may model the monthly
recurrence of an insurance fee paid by the customer, and (2) Experimenting with
variables, and observing the results over a time series. For example, one can cal-
culate profitability from: (1) The initial investments in the initial e3value model,
and (2) The model depicting monthly payments by the customer. Hereby, one
can experiment with the number of customers, as well as the time period, and
see how this will affect the profitability of the service operationalization.

Fig. 4. (Partial) enterprise architecture model including an intermediary
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 [complete risk profile]

 [premium]

 [personal info]

 [tailored car insurance package guarantee]

 [car insurance]

expenses: (c) + (v)

expenses: (c) + (v)

Fig. 5. Expenses in e3value, based upon operationalization modelled in ArchiMate (c
= fixed expense, v = variable expense)

4 Comparison of e3value and ArchiMate Concepts

The mapping discussed so far presents a first step towards integrating e3value
and ArchiMate, as well as an illustration of why such model integration is useful.
However, as stated in the introduction, this mapping represents only our initial
attempt at model integration. As a result the mapping is naive, by for example
assuming that the concept of an actor as defined in e3value maps one-to-one to
the concept of an actor in ArchiMate.

To address this naive concept mapping, and thus create input for future ef-
forts towards integrating e3value and ArchiMate, we now discuss conceptual dif-
ferences between the aforementioned models. We base our discussion on lessons
learned from the running ArchiMate case.

Actor concept. Consider the concepts of actor and market segment in e3value,
and actors and roles in ArchiMate. In e3value, the idea of a “profit-and-loss
responsible unit” is central to the concepts of actor/market segment (where a
market segment can be considered as a “stack” of n actors, with n denoting
the market segment’s size). In other words, if an object cannot assume financial
responsibility on its own, it would not be modelled in e3value. ArchiMate, differ-
ently, considers actors as “active entities. . . that perform behaviour such as busi-
ness processes or functions” [8, p. 5]. Thus, the notion of actors in ArchiMate is
broader than that of e3value, where the financial (profit-and-loss responsibility)
criterion is not present, but only the criterion that the actor has some function
to execute.

To illustrate, consider in the insurance scenario, ‘Contracting’ from the
direct-to-customer Archinsurance model (see Fig. 4). In e3value, it is shown
that Archinsurance performs ‘Contracting’, because Archinsurance can assume
its own financial responsibility. However, it may well be that inside Archinsur-
ance contracting is performed by different departments. For example, checking
the eligibility of an insurance application - as part of contracting - may very
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well be performed by a separate back office specialized in car insurances. For
Archinsurance, the modelling of these different departments may actually be
important since they may have an impact on how the ICT support is mod-
elled. However, when converting back to e3value, the modelling of departments
as actors in ArchiMate would be problematic since they are not profit-and-loss
responsible.

Service concept. The criterion of what should be considered as a service differs
between ArchiMate and e3value. Following the ArchiMate model for the Archin-
surance case, business services are - for the customer - the point of contact with
the enterprise, such as ‘Car insurance registration service’ and ‘Car insurance
service’ (see Fig. 3). More specifically, cf. [8], a service is a unit of functionality
that some entity makes available to its environment, and which also has value
for some entities in its environment. e3value, differently, considers services on a
higher level of granularity. For example, only the fact that the customer receives
car insurance would matter, not that there is a contact point service for regis-
tration of the car insurance service. The latter happens more on a transactional
level.

Seeing that business services are an important concept in both frameworks
(in ArchiMate for connecting the different architectural layers, and in e3value
given its service orientation in recent work [12]), it seems to be useful to further
analyse the concept of a service. Thus, in future research into model integration
we should explicitly take into account different levels of granularity: services
as a transaction, where one models elementary transactions such as customer
registration, and services as business services, where one models commercial
services as they exist in the marketplace.

Value object concept. The different foci of e3value and ArchiMate are again
reflected in the difference between an e3value value object and an ArchiMate
business object. As with our previous discussion, the main difference between
these two concepts arises from the focus of e3value on modelling an enterprise’s
value perspective, with e3value maintaining the criterion that “a value object
can be a good, service . . . or even experience. The important point here is that a
value object is of value to one or more actors” [13]. ArchiMate, differently, con-
siders business objects to represent the “important informational or conceptual
concepts in which the business thinks about a domain”[9], which in ArchiMate
models often translates to business objects that have a direct relevance to the
underlying business processes and information systems, such as ‘invoice’ and
‘insurance policy’.

On the one hand, this difference in interpretation needs to be accounted for
when converting an e3value model to ArchiMate. Consider for example the value
object ‘Tailored car insurance package guarantee’ that the customer receives
from the intermediary in the intermediary value web (see Fig. 2). One models
this object in e3value because it reflects one of the primary reasons for a customer
to consider an intermediary valuable: to find a tailored insurance package that
matches his needs. An ArchiMate model, however, would typically not contain
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this value object because it has no tangible impact on the operationalization
of the underlying value web (In terms of business processes and information
systems).

On the other hand, a business object in ArchiMate does not necessarily
translate to a value object in e3value. An invoice is a good example of this:
in the Archinsurance case, an invoice may be modelled because it is relevant
for the underlying IT implementation of the Archinsurance value web. However,
invoices are often operational objects, and therefore often do not show up in a
value model.

Value activity concept. The concept of a value activity in e3value differs from
the concept of a business function in ArchiMate. In the Archinsurance case, we
could easily transition from a e3value value activity, such as ‘Contracting’, to a
similarly named business function in ArchiMate. This is because the notion of a
value activity is inclusive to the more broadly defined business function concept
from ArchiMate, the latter being used to “represent what is most stable about
a company in terms of the primary activities it performs“ [9, p. 24].

Thus, also here we need to account for the fact that an e3value value activity
maintains value as a main criterion, whereas an ArchiMate business function
does not.

Economic reciprocity. As stated in Sect. 2.1, the idea of economic reciprocity
is central to e3value. As modelled by the e3value concept of a value interface,
actors only offer an object of value to another actor, if they receive compensation
in return. For example: in the Archinsurance intermediary value web (Fig. 3),
we see that an intermediary offers a ‘Complete risk profile’ to Archinsurance,
and receives the value object ‘Premium’ as compensation.

ArchiMate, however, does not have a concept to depict economic reciprocity
(again, because of its operational nature). So, for example, in ArchiMate one
cannot express that a ‘Complete risk profile’ is only provided by the intermediary
to Archinsurance if a ‘Premium’ is received in return.

Mapping limitations. We find commonalities between ArchiMate and e3value
that allow us to map between these models. In particular, we can map between
the e3value concepts ‘Actor’, ‘Market segment’ and ‘Value activity’ on the one
hand, and the ArchiMate concepts ‘Actor’ and ‘Business function’ on the other.

However, because of the operational, respectively value focus of ArchiMate
and e3value we find differences between concepts from the aforementioned mod-
els (as shown in this section). In particular, we find differences in: the actor
concept, which in e3value has a profit-and-loss responsible criterion but not in
ArchiMate, the service concept, which e3value considers as a commercial service,
whereas ArchiMate considers services both on a commercial and transactional
level, the value object concept, which is usually not modelled in ArchiMate be-
cause of ArchiMate’s operational nature, the value activity concept, which in
e3value usually has an external focus (i.e., it is modelled in as far it is relevant
in a network of enterprises) whereas the business function in ArchiMate has more
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of internal focus (ie the focus is on modelling activities within an organisation),
and, finally, ArchiMate lacks the notion of economic reciprocity.

5 Related Work

The e3alignment approach provides tools for actually creating business-ICT
alignment. It does so by ensuring that conceptual models depicting a strategic,
value, process and ICT perspectives respectively on the value web at hand are
consistent with one another [14]. However, this approach works only on a syn-
tactic level. For instance, if the concept of an actor in e3value and the concept of
a swim lane in an UML activity diagram actually means the same is not a con-
sideration. Derzsi et al. enable profitability calculations of an ICT-infrastructure
by providing a meta-model that links an IT infrastructure modelled in UML to
e3value [15]. This approach has more formality than e3alignment , yet it focuses
on a link between IT and value only. As a result, business processes are not a
consideration while these are realistically cost carriers as well.

The Object Management Group (OMG) presented the Unified Modelling
Language (UML) (version 2.0) [16], standardized in 2004, which is the backbone
of the object oriented software engineering computing paradigm. UML offers
comprehensive support for control-flow and data perspectives [17]. However UML
techniques provide limited support for modelling organisational or value aspects
of business processes. These limitations are common to many other business
process modelling formalisms such as the Business Process Modelling Notation
(BPMN) and reflect the emphasis that has been placed on the control-flow and
data perspectives in contemporary modelling notations [18].

Ontological merging approaches address the semi-automated integration of
system models [19]. System models are created in terms of modelling language,
which in itself is based on a meta-model. Syntactic and semantic mapping be-
tween pairs of meta-models has been facilitated by the application of existing
approaches for ontology mapping [20, 21]. Ontologies improve not only the se-
mantics of a meta model but also provide a potential way in which these meta
models can be bridged with each other to be integrated within a common context
[22]. However, ontology mapping approaches such as [20, 21] focus on providing
an approximation of a mapping between two ontologies. Yet, in our research
we require a precise mapping. Since our starting point are ontologies, such as
e3value, with relatively few concepts (compared to larger ones such as found in
the medical domain), it seems better to perform mapping/integration manually
and as such, avoid an approximation of a mapping.

6 Conclusion and Future Directions

In this paper, we provided a step-wise, intuitive, mapping approach for inte-
grating the value modelling technique e3value into the enterprise architecture
framework ArchiMate. Following up on this, we discussed the limitations of our
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step-wise mapping approach as an input for further research. Also, we showed
why integration of e3value and ArchiMate is useful. On the one hand, e3value is
complementary to ArchiMate in terms of profitability calculations while, one the
other hand, ArchiMate is complementary to e3value in terms of operationalizing
a proposed business collaboration.

Our goal is to ensure the consistency of different modelling techniques and to
foster the notion of model traceability. For future research, we therefore intend
to explore techniques that can be used to relate conceptual models beyond naive
concept mapping. One such technique is the fact-based modelling technique Ob-
ject Role Modelling (ORM) [11]. The basic idea behind applying ORM is to
create an initial meta model based on the concepts present in ArchiMate, while
expanding and adjusting it based on concepts from other ontologies.
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